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MOTHER-
IN-LAW 
&ORDER
WHY IS THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN A WOMAN AND HER HUSBAND’S 
MOM OFTEN SO TENSE? HERE’S A NEW PERSPECTIVE ON THE COMPLICATED 
DYNAMIC AND SURPRISING TACTICS FOR MAKING THINGS BETTER.

There’s an old saying: When you have a son, you lose a son; when you have a 

daughter, you gain a son. A little reductive, maybe. But there’s a twist on it that applies. 

When you marry a son, you gain a mother. His mother. For better or worse. It’s a tricky 

situation for all parties involved.

Mother-in-law issues go back to Year One (or a few decades later), when the Roman 

satirist Juvenal wrote, “Give up all hope of peace so long as your mother-in-law is alive.” 

His delivery was stiff, but he was on to something. Today the unpleasant mother-in-law is 

a comic staple. (Think of 2005’s Monster-in-Law or Doris Roberts’s Marie on Everybody Loves 

Raymond.) And it’s not news to anyone with a green thumb that there’s a houseplant 

called mother-in-law’s tongue, which has leaves that are mildly toxic. Some 60 percent of 

women, from both sides of the divide, describe their own daughter-in-law/mother-in-law 

relationship negatively, using words like hostile, infuriating, and uncomfortable, according 

to a study conducted by psychologist Terri Apter, Ph.D., for her 2009 book What Do You Want 

From Me? Learning to Get Along With In-Laws.
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female issues
Men have in-laws, too. So why does this problem 

seem not to cross gender lines? The reasons, say 

experts, have as much to do with those negative 

portrayals of mothers-in-law in culture (which 

cause women to enter into marriage braced 

for trouble) as with ingrained social behaviors 

and psychological tendencies. Women spend 

more time than men analyzing and worrying 

about relationships, says psychotherapist 

Deanna Brann, Ph.D., the author of Reluctantly 

Related: Secrets to Getting Along With Your Mother-in-

Law or Daughter-in-Law. An off-the-cuff comment 

or a forgotten thank-you note can quickly 

snowball. “Tension builds. Walls go up,” says 

Brann. And, in many cases, confrontation occurs. 

In contrast, men don’t often ruminate, and when 

conflict arises, they tend to shrug it off rather 

than address it.

Says Terri Orbuch, Ph.D., a professor of sociol-

ogy at Oakland University, in Rochester, Michigan, 

and the author of 5 Simple Steps to Take Your 

Marriage From Good to Great, “Men understand that 

they just need to get along with their in-laws, 

not love them.” And if liking them is impossible, 

they don’t get hung up on that, either. For the 

most part, says Orbuch, “men don’t need to under-

stand why. Women do.” (As in “Why doesn’t my 

mother-in-law like me?” “Why does my daughter-

in-law have something against me?”)

SURVEY SAYS… 
“FRICTION”! 
(BUT ALSO “LOVE”)
In an anonymous online poll, 
Real Simple asked more than 
3,700 daughters-in-law and 900 
mothers-in-law how they felt 
about each other. Here’s what 
we learned.

ROOT CANAL, PLEASE
48 percent of daughters-in-
law dread a visit to their 
mother-in-law’s house more 
than a trip to the doctor.

INDIRECT OBJECT
The number one gripe that 
daughters-in-law have with 
their mothers-in-law: She 
makes passive-aggressive 
comments.

PLAYING FAVORITES
The number one gripe that 
mothers-in-law have with their 
daughters-in-law: She spends 
more time with her family 
than with ours.

RELATIVE STRANGERS
Fewer than half of 
daughters-in-law say that 
they would like their 
mothers-in-law as a person
if they weren’t related. Asked 
the same question, 71 
percent of mothers-in-law 
say that they would like 
their daughters-in-law.

BUBBLE, BURST
38 percent of daughters-in-
law would rather get gum 
stuck in their hair than see their 
mothers-in-law one-on-one.

 TRUE LOVE
A whopping 78 percent of 
mothers-in-law think that 
their daughters-in-law are 
the right wives for their sons. 
And 74 percent of daughters-in-
law say that if they had their 
druthers, they would see their 
mothers-in-law as often as they 
do now or even more.

got a son with a serious 
girlfriend? Learn the rules of 
being an almost mother-in-law 
at realsimple.com/girlfriend.
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Another pitfall for daughters-in-law and 

mothers-in-law is unrealistic—and differing—

expectations about the relationship. A mother-in-

law might be longing for frequent girl bonding, 

while a busy daughter-in-law might want nothing 

but the requisite family dinners. Or the opposite 

situation can arise. The point is, when expecta-

tions don’t mesh, “there’s a sense of betrayal. We 

want to blame the other person for our disap-

pointment,” says life coach Susan Abel Lieberman, 

Ph.D., the author of The Mother-in-Law’s Manual.

Also, moms tend to have deep and often 

unmarred bonds with their sons, which makes 

letting go (and allowing space for someone else) 

particularly painful. As teenagers, girls fight 

more often with their mothers and thus become 

more comfortable negotiating boundaries, accord-

ing to Apter. The result: Mothers of married 

daughters may take to the mother-in-law role 

more easily than mothers of married sons do.

“Many men place their mom on a pedestal 

until marriage,” says Ellie Slott Fisher, a relation-

ship expert and the author of It’s Either Her or 

Me: A Guide to Help a Mom and Her Daughter-in-Law 

Get Along. “Then, suddenly, the new wife is in 

first place. That’s how it should be, but that 

doesn’t make the mother’s loss any easier.”

we’ve come a short way, baby
How can this still be an issue? This is not 1950. 

Many of today’s mothers-in-law were bra-

burning feminists decades ago. So why don’t 

mothers-in-law advocate for their daughters-

in-law, and vice versa? You know, women 

supporting women?

For starters, expanding career choices have 

created a new set of mother-in-law/daughter-in-

law conflicts, says Stephanie Coontz, a professor 

of history and family studies at Evergreen 

State College, in Olympia, Washington, and the 

author of A Strange Stirring: The Feminine Mystique 

and American Women at the Dawn of the 1960s.

No longer do all mothers-in-law expect their 

daughters-in-law to stay home and wait on 

their men. Today a mother-in-law who went to 

work when her kids were young may judge a 

daughter-in-law negatively for staying home. 

For a mother-in-law, any choice that’s different 

from her own can feel like a judgment and cause 

her to be critical in self-defense.

The modern-day pressure to be superwomen 

doesn’t help, either. “For all the progress we’ve 

made, we still hold each other and ourselves 

to higher standards than men,” says Coontz. 

Today’s daughters-in-law, says Coontz, “are 

accountable for how the home looks, how the 

kids are being raised, and sometimes a good 

portion of the household income. They’re 

supersensitive when they perceive that they 

are being judged.” Says Ruth Nemzoff, Ed.D., a 

resident scholar in women’s studies at Brandeis 

University, in Waltham, Massachusetts, and 

the author of Don’t Roll Your Eyes: Making In-Laws 

Into Family, “Feminism can’t instantly correct 

centuries of ill will between mothers-in-law 

and daughters-in-law.”

give peace a chance
All the head-butting happens for a reason, but 

is there a way to fix it? Fundamental change can 

take time. The best way to begin: Take a more 

empathetic view of your mother-in-law or 

daughter-in-law, and consciously alter the way 

you react, at least outwardly, during difficult 

moments. No matter which side you’re on, you 

can make some progress starting now with 

these expert tips for common conflicts.

ISSUE 1 | encroachment on borders
Your mother-in-law peeks over your shoulder 

while you’re making mashed potatoes: “Oh, 

you’re using skim milk? Whole milk works much 

better.”

HOW TO PROCESS IT: You may feel judged and 

criticized, but most mothers-in-law don’t make 

comments like this to upset their daughters-in-

law, says Sylvia Mikucki-Enyart, Ph.D., an 

assistant professor of interpersonal communica-

tion at the University of Wisconsin–Stevens 

Point, who has studied the mother-in-law/

daughter-in-law relationship. Like other 

mothers, they simply have a lot of life experi-

ence and want to share what they know.

WHAT TO DO: Acknowledge her pointer in a 

noncommittal way. “Say, ‘Oh, I’ll have to try that 

some time,’ ” then continue pouring the skim 

milk. Or step back for a second and consider 

whether your mother-in-law might have a point. 

She’s not criticizing your home or your kids or 

HAPPINESS IS A WARM

MIL
Writer (and newbie mother-in-
law) Janice Kaplan sets out to 
squash the stereotypes.
The day after my son Zach got 
engaged to his girlfriend, Annie, 
they came over to celebrate. My 
husband popped open some 
Champagne, and we all talked 
excitedly about the future. I had 
known Annie for several years, and 
I adored her. So I was surprised to 
feel a tinge of anxiety about how 
our family would change.

My husband and I had always 
formed a tight-knit foursome with 
Zach and his younger brother, 
Matt. Even when the boys were in 
high school, we didn’t just have 
family dinners together—we had 
family breakfasts. When they 
were in their 20s, we still went on 
vacation together, skiing and 
hiking. I wanted our cozy family 
dynamic to continue—with Annie 
as a part of it.

It seemed natural for me to 
warmly welcome Annie because 
that’s exactly what my husband’s 
mother, Lissy, did when I married 
her son, 30 years earlier. From 
the moment we met, everything I 
did—from the roast chicken 
I made to the red bikini I once 
wore—got her nod of approval. 
Even now, she ends all our phone 
conversations by telling me how 
terrific I am and what a great 
family I’ve raised. Is it any surprise 
that I call her almost every day? 
Who wouldn’t want to be around 
someone who accepts her uncriti-
cally and unconditionally?

I think of Lissy as more pal than 
parent, and I wanted Annie to see 
me that way, too. So I told Annie 
not to call me her mother-in-law, 
because no law makes you a 
mother. And, of course, I certainly 
hadn’t read Annie books as a baby, 
taught her to swim as a toddler, or 
taken her to hockey practice in 
high school. Annie’s own terrific 
mom, whom she’s very close to, 
did all that. I wanted to be a friend 
to Annie, someone who could offer 
pointers and perspective and 
endless affection. But would that 
happen? As we sipped Champagne, 
I wondered and worried. Annie 
had chosen to spend her life with 
Zach. How could I make sure that 
the rest of us—me, my husband, 
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and Matt—felt like a bonus, not a 
burden?

I might have brooded for hours 
had Annie not then turned to me 
with a question that filled me with 
hope and joy: “I’m going wedding-
dress shopping this weekend with 
a few friends. Any chance you’d 
like to join us?”

Any chance? I felt like I’d just 
gotten picked for American Idol.
Part of what makes a family 
special is the experiences you 
share, and now Annie and I could 
start creating a bit of our own 
history.

At every dress fitting in the 
months that followed, I channeled 
Lissy. Each time Annie stepped out 
in a glorious gown and graciously 
asked what I thought, I gave a gentle 
opinion. I let her know that I was 
100 percent on her side and wanted 
whatever made her happy. And 
that she looked beautiful in just 
about everything. (She truly did.)

Before I knew it, we were out on 
other errands together, picking 
out items for her registry and a 
bejeweled belt for her dress. The 
more time we spent together, 
the more Annie became not just 
Zach’s fiancée but also my 
daughter-in-law.

The day after Zach and Annie’s 
sublime autumn wedding, they 
headed off on their honeymoon, 
and a good friend called, asking if I 
felt depressed. I thought about her 
question for a second and realized 
that the anxiety I’d had months 
earlier was gone. My feet ached 
from dancing, and there was the 
usual post-event letdown, but 
mostly I just felt lucky.

My family had undergone a 
gigantic transformation, but it 
somehow reminded me of two 
decades earlier, when Zach was a 
toddler and I had brought home 
Matt, his baby brother. I had 
promised Zach then that the new 
addition wouldn’t change how 
much I loved him. Expanding a 
family just makes it better. There 
were plenty of hugs and kisses for 
everyone, I had told him.

Now it seemed as if we had 
come around in some grand circle. 
This time Zach was the one who 
had come home with the new 
addition, and it was time for me to 
listen to the advice that I had 
given all those years ago. After all, 
it turned out to be true.

even all your cooking—just one little side dish. 

Maybe whole milk is worth trying, just this 

once. And when the topic at hand is something 

serious (say, she criticizes or corrects your 

parenting), appeal to a higher authority. (“My 

pediatrician doesn’t recommend that 

approach.”) Or remind her that child-rearing 

practices change with every generation, says 

Fisher. (“Dr. Spock is great, but we’re following 

some new, equally great experts.”)

ISSUE 2 | tattling
Your daughter-in-law reports to your son on 

every perceived slight—a comment on her 

sweater, a glance at dinner—and your son tells 

you about it, asking you to change. But it’s hard. 

It feels as if you can’t make a move without 

offending her. 

HOW TO PROCESS IT: If your daughter-in-law 

seems overly sensitive, she’s probably just 

craving your approval, says Orbuch: “What she 

really wants to hear from you is ‘I’m so glad 

you married my son! You’re perfect!’ ” 

WHAT TO DO: Give her what she wants. Instead 

of vague comments (“Wow, this living room is 

so yellow”), come up with genuine compliments. 

(“You have such a great eye—I love your living 

room” or “You are a wonderful mom.” That’s 

a guaranteed win!) As for damage already done, 

let your daughter-in-law know that you didn’t 

mean anything by your comments, and apolo-

gize for not being clear. Otherwise, she may 

have trouble moving on.

ISSUE 3 | requests for outsize 
commitments
Your mother-in-law has asked her son (your 

husband) for a standing Saturday lunch date.

HOW TO PROCESS IT: That smoke coming out of 

your ears is warranted. “This kind of rigid request 

is super intrusive and inappropriate,” says 

Lieberman. “She is telling you, ‘I’m still in first 

place,’” says Fisher. “The worst kind of mother-in-

law is one who undermines her son’s marriage. 

Seeing the son regularly without inviting the 

spouse does just that.”

WHAT TO DO: Talk to your husband about the 

kind of visiting that makes you both comfort-

able. Then one of you (it should really be your 

husband, say the experts) needs to speak up, 

spelling out firmly but lovingly that a regular 

slot won’t be possible. (“Every week won’t work, 

but we would love to have you over for dinner on 

Tuesday.”) Offering an invitation on your terms 

puts you back in control. And remember: The 

occasional mother-son outing is fine and lovely 

and often appreciated by both parties.

ISSUE 4 | tug-of-war
You asked your son to come over to fix your 

printer. His response? “My wife said I can’t.”

HOW TO PROCESS IT: Remember that your 

daughter-in-law has not installed a remote-

control device in your son’s brain. “If your son 

says that he doesn’t have time to help you or 

visit or talk on the phone, that’s ultimately his 

decision, not his wife’s,” says Nemzoff. Adds 

Fisher, “It’s very possible that your son has simply 

decided to prioritize his wife and children over 

you.” He could be afraid to communicate this, and 

so he uses his wife as a scapegoat. Think of it 

this way: “If we’ve raised our sons to be thought-

ful, loving men, then they now will put their 

wives first,” says Lieberman. That said, “the 

daughter-in-law has a lot of power,” says Brann, 

and it’s plausible that she’s trying to shut you out. 

WHAT TO DO: If you have a hunch that your 

daughter-in-law is behind the cold front, don’t 

go on the attack. Instead, do whatever you can 

to foster goodwill. (Daughters-in-law often 

exclude mothers-in-law as retaliation for past 

hurts.) Invite her to lunch, or call her just to 

chat. She may not think it’s important to fix the 

relationship that she has with you, but if you 

make the first move (or the first five moves), 

that could change.

ISSUE 5 | behind-the-back attack
Your mother-in-law complains to your husband 

that you work too much.

HOW TO PROCESS IT: She’s worried about her 

boy being well cared for. “Mothers often voice 

concerns about their sons’ well-being after 

marriage,” says Mikucki-Enyart. “Is he happy? 

Is he being looked after?” Says Apter, “The 

mother-in-law may believe in principle that 

women should be equal to men, but she still 

wants her daughter-in-law to put the man first, 
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because that man is her son.”

WHAT TO DO: Your husband needs to handle this 

one—by shutting it down. After all, the issue is 

strictly between the two of you. He can say, “You 

know I love you, Mom. I’ll talk to you about 

anything else, but I’m not going to talk to you 

about Allison.”

ISSUE 6 | withholding of resources
Your daughter-in-law won’t let you spend a 

Saturday alone with the kids.

HOW TO PROCESS IT: It’s natural to have hurt 

feelings when your babysitting offers are refused, 

especially with no explanation. But try to 

remember: Your daughter-in-law has a reason for 

her decision. Among the most likely: She’s not 

comfortable with your rules (or lack of them), or 

she has limited time with her kids and values 

Saturdays as a precious commodity. 

WHAT TO DO: Is the TV on 24/7 at your house? 

Is chocolate cake always in the fridge? When you 

ask for the kids, also ask your daughter-in-law 

exactly what rules she wants enforced. Then 

follow through. “If the kids need to get to bed at a 

certain time, make sure that happens,” says 

Brann. “These are not your children,” so respect 

the policies of their house. And if your daughter-

in-law isn’t willing or able to give up a whole 

weekend day, ask if there’s another time slot that 

would work better, like an evening when she 

and your son have plans. Begin the conversation 

with “How can I help?”

THE 5 HABITS OF 
HIGHLY EFFECTIVE 
MOTHERS-IN-LAW
1 | Being inclusive with 
family jokes. You wouldn’t like 
it if your son and his wife sat 
there laughing while you 
wondered what was so funny. 
So fill her in. In the same vein, 
“if the whole clan wears 
matching pj’s every Christmas, 
get her a pair,” says 
interpersonal-communication 
professor Sylvia Mikucki-
Enyart. A recent study 
published in the Western 
Journal of Communication
found that daughters-in-law 
treated to this kind of sharing 
reported an increased 
willingness to uphold their 
relationships with in-laws 
through difficult times.

2 | Playing the student. No 
one likes a know-it-all, so “let 
her be the master of some-
thing,” says psychotherapist 
Deanna Brann. Ask your 
daughter-in-law to help you 
with something that she knows 
better than you: finding a 
yoga class, gardening, online 
shopping, you name it.

3 | Calling ahead. Don’t drop 
by on a whim. Call and say, “Is 
this a good time for me to 
swing by?” Be OK with getting 
no for an answer.

4 | Asking permission to 
weigh in. If you’re worried that 
the young couple is about to 
make a critical mistake, “ask if it 
would be OK to give your point 
of view,” says life coach Susan 
Abel Lieberman. “If they say 
yes, you have the right to give 
advice on the matter. Once.”

5 | Letting go of old slights.
“Sure, your daughter-in-law 
may have been a Bridezilla 
on her big day,” says Ruth 
Nemzoff, a resident scholar 
in women’s studies at Brandeis 
University. “But that’s in the 
past. Deal with today.”
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It’s July 2013, and my husband and I are boarding a 
five-hour ferry from Athens to the island of Naxos with 
our six-month-old son. My husband, Pedro, is half-
Greek—his mother’s family is from Naxos—and we’ve 
been making the trip here every summer for more than 
a decade. Naxos boasts gorgeous beaches, delectable 
food, and charming mountain villages.

It is also home to my mother-in-law.
My mother-in-law—I’ll call her Katerina—lives alone 

on a small farm. There’s a grove of orange, lemon, and 
pomegranate trees below her marble balcony. If you 
stand on it, you can see as far as the Aegean Sea. Alas, 
on my first visit, I learned that the balcony was off-
limits, owing to the dust—which was not just any dust, 
but dust that had been “blown all the way from the 
Sahara,” fear of which inspired hours of daily sweeping.

Before my first visit to Naxos, when Pedro and I were 
just dating, I couldn’t wait to get to the island. I imag-
ined days spent lounging on a white sand beach, 
sipping ouzo and eating grilled octopus. When I awoke 
my first morning there, I stumbled, jet-lagged, from 
our room next to Katerina’s (our door had to be kept 
open—house rule!) into a little room off the kitchen for 
breakfast. Waiting at the table was a big glass of fresh-
squeezed orange juice…for Pedro. At my place was a 
tiny glass with about an eyedropper’s worth of juice. 
Katerina brought Pedro two perfectly fried eggs. Mine 
arrived on a chipped plate, yolks punctured and 
overcooked. When I got up to bring the plates to the 
kitchen, Katerina screamed, “But you don’t know how 
to do the dishes!” and pried them out of my hands.

In the days that followed, Katerina, who did not drive, 
insisted that Pedro run errands with her. “You may stay 
here,” she told me. But wanting to feel included, I went, 
too, thinking I would get to see the harbor and the old 
city. Instead, we waited in the sweltering car for Katerina 
to go to the fishmonger, the bakery, and the cheese 
store. We took her to have her blood pressure checked, 
and she never returned. (After driving around for an 
hour, we found her chatting with a friend at the harbor.) 
I complained to Pedro about experiencing nothing 
of the island, and he scolded me. “She waits all year,” 
he said. “I can’t disappoint her.”

The trials continued on my second trip, a year later, 
when Pedro and I defied the rules by staying in a more 
private room. “Did you know Pedro’s last girlfriend?” 
Katerina asked me when we emerged for breakfast. 
“She dressed just like Jackie Kennedy! Beautiful clothes. 
Armani, Versace. Just beautiful.”

I knew a comparison to Jackie Kennedy or Maria 
Callas, both Greek icons, was the greatest compliment 
that Katerina could possibly bestow. I, on the other 
hand, looked like Barbra Streisand. Or at least that’s 
what Katerina told me. I thought of the old T-shirts and 
bargain bikinis that I’d brought to wear. My mother-in-
law thought her son could have married a princess, and 
yet he was going to marry me.

The next year, we came back as husband and wife. 
Suddenly the rules changed: Katerina stuck an iron in 
my hand and told me to “burn away the germs” on 
her son’s underwear and socks and to wash his bathing 
suit and hang it out on the balcony. (Finally! The 
balcony!) I spent very little time with an iron in New 
York, where we lived, but I could see that Katerina was 
inviting me into her domestic world and that my doing 
these chores made her feel that her son was cared for. 
As I placed Pedro’s socks in neat piles, Katerina 
unfolded her arms. “Bravo!” she said, without sarcasm.

And so my work continued. When Katerina cut her 
hand and couldn’t cook or clean, I sliced eggplant, 
peeled potatoes, and washed the dishes. (I had finally 
made my way into the kitchen.) I once spent an 
afternoon removing cherry pits with a hairpin, just as 
Katerina had taught me. As she watched, Katerina 
relaxed, nodding in approval.

But it wasn’t until a few summers later that I truly 
connected with my mother-in-law. One evening, after 
she finished her frantic sweeping, we sat together over 
tea, and she told me about life before she met her 
Spanish husband. “Postwar Greece,” she mused. “There 
was nothing here. Nothing!” She looked wistfully 
toward the window, which of course was shut tight.

I pictured Katerina as a little girl as the Germans 
stormed the port of Piraeus and made their way to the 
islands and suddenly understood how vulnerable a 
person she really was. I reached across the table and 
took her hand. She bristled for a second, startled by my 
touch, and then I felt her hand—calloused from hard 
work—relax into mine.

The next morning, when Pedro and I came up for 
breakfast, my eggs arrived first: two flawless orange 
suns nestled in clouds. My husband’s looked as if they’d 
been slaughtered. I smiled as I dug in.

Fifteen years after my first trip to Naxos, I look at my 
son asleep next to me on the ferry. Soon he will meet 
his grandmother. As we approach, I can see the lights 
of the island sparkling in the deep night. And there is a 
smell—salt and flowers and smoke—that I only now 
realize I have longed for all winter. Forget that tomorrow 
Katerina will scream at us to drive her to town. For now 
I am thinking about dips in the ocean, beautiful meals, 
and maybe even sneaking an ouzo out on the balcony.

The ferry drops its ramp. And there she is on the 
platform, alone, waving her arms.

HOW I MET MY MOTHER-IN-LAW
Imagine being trapped on a remote island with your husband’s mom. Novelist Jennifer Gilmore 
shares her harrowing, hilarious, and heartwarming tale of survival.

THE 7 HABITS 
OF HIGHLY 
EFFECTIVE 
DAUGHTERS-
IN-LAW
1 | Sending photos and 
updates early and often.
Mothers-in-law are often 
nervous about overstepping 
and get left out of infor-
mation as a result. Take it 
upon yourself to reach out.

2 | Ignoring the comments. 
She asked whether you really 
need to go back to work 
after baby number two. So 
what? Try to shrug (or even 
laugh) it off.

3 | Speaking up when 
steamed. When she says 
something truly atrocious, 
tell her that you’re upset. 
If you stay quiet, your roiling 
anger could come out in 
a big blowup.

4 | Sitting in the backseat. 
All mothers-in-law want 
respect. Offering the front 
seat (which she might 
even refuse) is an easy and 
sweet way to give it.

5 | Asking for help.
Enlist your mother-in-law 
to do something significant, 
like making the cake for 
your husband’s birthday 
party, and you’ll transform 
a competitive event into 
a collaborative one.

6 | Hiding occasionally. 
If your mother-in-law’s 
behavior affects the whole 
household, ask your husband 
to talk to her about it. If 
she’s hurt, she’ll forgive him 
more quickly.

7 | Sharing the holidays.
You probably make most 
of the social plans and 
prefer to see your family on 
important dates. But taking 
the initiative to work out 
a system that gives your 
husband’s family a fair 
helping of Thanksgiving 
dinners will earn mountains 
of gratitude from your 
mother-in-law.
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